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AMC12 简介 

The Mathematical Association of American Mathematics Competitions 

AMC12 是针对中等学校学生的数学测验，25 题选择题、考试时间 75 分钟；包含演算概

念理解的数学题型。AMC12 的测验允许使用计算器，工程用计算器除外。 

AMC12 的主要目的是在刺激学生对数学的兴趣并且透过选择题的方式来开启学生对数学

的才能。如果学生能预先练习必定能提高对数学的兴趣，最重要的是学生能集体参与对数学的

练习远比一个人独自研读的效果来得好，特别在老师的指导之下，能够学习到如何分配时间解

题。参予 AMC12 的学生应该不难发现测验的问题都很具挑战性，但测验的题型都不会超过学

生的学习范围。这项测验希望每个考生能从竞赛中享受数学。全球考生成绩前 5%可被邀参加

AIME. 

因为 AMC12 测验范围涵盖了许多知识和能力，使得成绩的层级也有所不同。以资优证书

（Honor Roll）来说，成绩在 150～100 分或者更准确的计算是全球考生成绩前 3%才有可能获

得资优证书。相对学生及学校而言，成绩是很重要的；并且在地区性及本地最高分的学生及学

校都会被编印出来。MAA 总部每年都会将这些成绩的评比编列成册并且发送给有参加这场测验

的学校。学生可以藉此来比较自己的成绩和以往的差异。 

AMC12 的另一个特殊的目的是在帮助一些学生来发掘出他们对学数的才能，让学校注意

到这些学生的才能及存在。AMC12 是由 MAA 美国数学协会所举行的检定测验，其一系列检定

测验的最高点是 IMO 国际数学奥林匹克比赛。 

缘起︰ 2000 年 

题数︰25 题 

测验时间︰75 分钟 

题型︰选择题 

成绩处理︰AMC 总部，内布拉斯加大学林肯校区 

计分方式︰答对一题 6 分；未答得 1.5 分；答错不倒扣 

满分︰150 分 

 

时间仓促有不足之处请见谅！ 

相关链接：  

AMC 美国数学竞赛 QQ 群号：389928172。 

点击链接加入群【AMC 美国数学竞赛】：http://jq.qq.com/?_wv=1027&k=TSEAA9 

范文助理网：www.fanwenzhuli.com 

下载地址： http://www.fanwenzhuli.com/jiaoxue/AMC12/ 

淘宝网店地址： http://hooyoodoo.taobao.com/ 

AMC美国数学竞赛购买链接：   

http://item.taobao.com/item.htm?id=41456444838 

其他书目（2016-3-18 更新）： 

1. AMC8  习题及详解（1985 - 2017 年度题目及详解汇编）定价：115 元 

2. AMC 10 习题及详解（2000 - 2018 年度题目及详解汇编）定价：115 元 

3. AMC 12 习题及详解（2000 - 2018 年度题目及详解汇编）定价：115 元 

4. USAMO 习题及详解（1972 - 2017 年度题目及详解汇编）定价：115 元 

 

http://jq.qq.com/?_wv=1027&k=TSEAA9
http://www.fanwenzhuli.com/jiaoxue/AMC12/
http://hooyoodoo.taobao.com/
http://item.taobao.com/item.htm?id=41456444838
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AMC美国数学竞赛其他书目购买链接：   

http://item.taobao.com/item.htm?id=41456444838 
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第一章  2000 AMC 12 Problems 

1. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 1  

In the year 2001, the United States will host the International Mathematical Olympiad. Let 

and be distinct positive integers such that the product . What is the largest 

possible value of the sum ?  

 
Solution  

The sum is the highest if two factors are the lowest.  

So, and .  

2. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 2 

 

 
Solution  

 

3. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 3 

Each day, Jenny ate of the jellybeans that were in her jar at the beginning of that day. At the 

end of the second day, 32 remained. How many jellybeans were in the jar originally?  

 
Solution  

Since Jenny eats of her jelly beans per day, of her jelly beans remain after one day.  

Let be the number of jelly beans in the jar originally.  

 

 

 

4. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 4 

The Fibonacci sequence starts with two 1s, and each term afterwards is 

the sum of its two predecessors. Which one of the ten digits is the last to appear in the units position 

of a number in the Fibonacci sequence?  

 
Solution  

Note that any digits other than the units digit will not affect the answer. So to make computation 

quicker, we can just look at the Fibonacci sequence in :  

 

The last digit to appear in the units position of a number in the Fibonacci sequence is .  
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5. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 5 

If , where , then  

 
Solution  

When is negative so and .  

Thus .  

6. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 6 

Two different prime numbers between 4 and 18 are chosen. When their sum is subtracted from their 

product, which of the following numbers could be obtained?  

  

Solution 

Solution 1  

Let the primes be and .  

The problem asks us for possible values of where  

Using Simon's Favorite Factoring Trick:  

 

 

Possible values of and are:  

 

The possible values for (formed by multipling two distinct values for and ) 

are:  

 
So the possible values of are:  

 

The only answer choice on this list is  

Note: once we apply the factoring trick we see that, since and are even, 

should be a multiple of .  

These means that only and are possible.  

We can't have with and below . Indeed, 

would have to be or .  

But could be or Of these, 

three have and prime, but only the last has them both small enough. Therefore the answer is 

.  

Solution 2  

All prime numbers between 4 and 18 have an odd product and an even sum. Any odd number minus 
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an even number is an odd number, so we can eliminate B and D. Since the highest two prime 

numbers we can pick are 13 and 17, the highest number we can make is 

. Thus, we can eliminate E. Similarly, the two lowest 

prime numbers we can pick are 5 and 7, so the lowest number we can make is 

. Therefore, A cannot be an answer. So, the answer must be .  

7. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 7 

How many positive integers have the property that is a positive integer?  

 
Solution  

If , then . Since , must be to some factor of 6. Thus, there 

are four (3, 9, 27, 729) possible values of .  

8. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 8 

Problem 

Figures , , , and consist of , , , and nonoverlapping unit squares, respectively. If the 

pattern were continued, how many nonoverlapping unit squares would there be in figure 100?  

 

 
Solution 

Solution 1 

We have a recursion:  

.  

I.E. we add increasing multiples of each time we go up a figure.  

So, to go from Figure 0 to 100, we add  

.  

We then add to the number of squares in Figure 0 to get , which is choice  

Solution 2 

We can divide up figure to get the sum of the sum of the first odd 

numbers and the sum of the first odd numbers. If you do not see this, here 

is the example for :  

The sum of the first odd numbers is , so for figure , there are 

unit squares. We plug in to get , which is 

choice  
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Solution 3 

Using the recursion from solution 1, we see that the first differences of form an 

arithmetic progression, and consequently that the second differences are constant and all equal to . 

Thus, the original sequence can be generated from a quadratic function.  

If , and , , and , we get a system of 

three equations in three variables:  

gives  

gives  

gives  

Plugging in into the last two equations gives  

 

 

Dividing the second equation by 2 gives the system:  

 

 

Subtracting the first equation from the second gives , and hence . Thus, our quadratic 

function is:  

 

Calculating the answer to our problem, , which is choice  

9. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 9 

Mrs. Walter gave an exam in a mathematics class of five students. She entered the scores in random 

order into a spreadsheet, which recalculated the class average after each score was entered. Mrs. 

Walter noticed that after each score was entered, the average was always an integer. The scores 

(listed in ascending order) were 71,76,80,82, and 91. What was the last score Mrs. Walters entered?  

 
Solution  

Solution 1 

The first number is divisible by 1.  

The sum of the first two numbers is even.  

The sum of the first three numbers is divisible by 3.  

The sum of the first four numbers is divisible by 4.  

The sum of the first five numbers is 400.  

Since 400 is divisible by 4, the last score must also be divisible by 4. Therefore, the last score is either 

76 or 80.  

Case 1: 76 is the last number entered.  

Since , the fourth number must be divisible by 3, but none of the scores 

are divisible by 3.  

Case 2: 80 is the last number entered.  
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Since , the fourth number must be . That number is 71 and only 71. 

The next number must be 91, since the sum of the first two numbers is even. So the only 

arrangement of the scores  

Solution 2 

We know the first sum of the first three numbers must be divisible by 3, so we write out all 5 

numbers , which gives 2,1,2,1,1, respectively. Clearly the only way to get a number 

divisible by 3 by adding three of these is by adding the three ones. So those must go first. Now we 

have an odd sum, and since the next average must be divisible by 4, 71 must be next. That leaves 80 

for last, so the answer is .  

Solution 3 

If we add up all the numbers given: , we get . Before Mrs. Walter entered in 

the last number the sum had to be divisible by . So minus the last number must be a multiple 

of . is the only possible number, so the answer is  

10. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 10 

Problem 

The point is reflected in the -plane, then its image is rotated by about 

the -axis to produce , and finally, is translated by 5 units in the positive-  direction to 

produce . What are the coordinates of ?  

 
Solution 

Step 1: Reflect in the xy plane. Replace z with its additive inverse:  

Step 2: Rotate around x-axis 180 degrees. Replace y and z with their respective additive inverses. 

 

Step 3: Translate 5 units in positive-y direction. Replace y with y+5.  

11. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 11 

Problem 

Two non-zero real numbers, and satisfy . Which of the following is a possible value 

of ?  

 

Solution 

.  

Alternatively, we could test simple values, like , which would yield 
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.  

Another way is to solve the equation for giving then substituting this into the 

expression and simplifying gives the answer of  

12. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 12 

Let and be nonnegative integers such that . What is the maximum 

value of ?  

 
Solution  

 

By AM-GM, ; thus 

is maximized at , which occurs when .  

 
Alternatively, a quick AMC heuristic method would be to consider the equality case since that often 

gives a maximum or minimum. So gives 

, and that is the greatest answer choice, so the answer is 

.  

13. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 13 

One morning each member of Angela 鈥檚 family drank an 8-ounce mixture of coffee with milk. The 

amounts of coffee and milk varied from cup to cup, but were never zero. Angela drank a quarter of 

the total amount of milk and a sixth of the total amount of coffee. How many people are in the 

family?  

 
Solution  

Solution 1:  

Let be the total amount of coffee, of milk, and the number of people in the family. Then each 

person drinks the same total amount of coffee and milk (8 ounces), so 

Regrouping, we get . Since both are positive, it follows that 

and are also positive, which is only possible when .  

Solution 2 (less rigorous):  

One could notice that (since there are only two components to the mixture) Angela must have more 

than her "fair share" of milk and less then her "fair share" of coffee in order to ensure that everyone 

has ounces. The "fair share" is So,  
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Which requires that be since is a whole number.  

Solution 3:  

Again, let and be the total amount of coffee, total amount of milk, and number of people in 

the family, respectively. Then the total amount that is drunk is and also Thus, 

so and  

We also know that the amount Angela drank, which is is equal to ounces, thus

 Rearranging gives Now notice that (by the problem 

statement). In addition, so Therefore, and so 

We know that so From the leftmost 

inequality, we get and from the rightmost inequality, we get The only possible value 

of is .  

14. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 14 

When the mean, median, and mode of the list  

 

are arranged in increasing order, they form a non-constant arithmetic progression. What is the sum 

of all possible real values of ?  

 
Solution  

The mean is . Arranged in increasing order, 

the list is , so the median is either or depending upon the 

value of . The mode is , since it appears three times.  
We apply casework upon the median:  

If the median is ( ), then the arithmetic progression must be constant, 

which results in a contradiction. If the median is ( ), then the mean 

can either be to form an arithmetic progression. Solving for yields 

respectively, of which only works. If the median is 

( ), then the mean can either be to form an arithmetic 

progression. Solving for yields respectively, of which only 

works.  

The answer is .  

15. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 15 

Let be a function for which . Find the sum of all values of for which 

.  

 
Solution  
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Let ; then . Thus 

, and . These sum up 

to . (We can also use Vieta's formulas to find the sum more quickly.)  

Alternative solution: Set to get From either finding 

the roots or using Vieta's formulas, we find the sum of these roots to be Each root of this 

equation is times greater than a corresponding root of (because gives 

), thus the sum of the roots in the equation is  

Alternate Solution 2:  

Since we have , occurs at Thus, . 

We set this equal to 7:  

. For any quadratic , the 

sum of the roots is . Thus, the sum of the roots of this equation is  

16. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 16 

A checkerboard of rows and columns has a number written in each square, beginning in the 

upper left corner, so that the first row is numbered , the second row , 

and so on down the board. If the board is renumbered so that the left column, top to bottom, is 

, the second column and so on across the board, some squares have 

the same numbers in both numbering systems. Find the sum of the numbers in these squares (under 

either system).  

 
Solution  

Let denote the square in row and column . Under the first ordering this square 

would have a value of . Under the second ordering this square would have a value 

of . Equating, 

. The pairs that fit 

this equation are ; their corresponding values sum up to 

.  

17. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 17 
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A circle centered at has radius and contains the point . The segment 

is tangent to the circle at and . If point lies on and 

bisects , then  

 

Solution  

Since is tangent to the circle, is a right triangle. This means that 

, and . By the Angle Bisector Theorem, 

We multiply both sides by to simplify the 

trigonometric functions, Since , 

. Therefore, the answer is .  

Alternatively, one could notice that OC approaches the value 1/2 as theta gets close to 90 degrees. 

The only choice that is consistent with this is (D).  

18. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 18 

In year , the day of the year is a Tuesday. In year , the 

day is also a Tuesday. On what day of the week did the th day of year 

occur?  

 
Solution  

There are either or days between the first two dates 

depending upon whether or not year is a leap year. Since divides into , then it is possible 

for both dates to be Tuesday; hence year is a leap year and is not a leap year. There 

are days between the date in years , which leaves a remainder of 

upon division by . Since we are subtracting days, we count 5 days before Tuesday, which gives us 

Thursday .  

19. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 19 

In triangle , , , . Let denote the midpoint of and 

let denote the intersection of with the bisector of angle . Which of the following is 

closest to the area of the triangle ?  

 
Solution  

By the Angle Bisector Theorem, . Since , then 

.  

By Heron's Formula, , so the height of from is 

. Notice that the heights of and are the same, so 
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.  

20. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 20 

If and are positive numbers satisfying  

 
Then what is the value of  ?  

 
Solution  

Solution 1  

Multiplying all three expressions together,  

 

Thus  

Solution 2  

We have a system of three equations and three variables, so we can apply repeated substitution.  

 

Multiplying out the denominator and simplification yields 

, so . Substituting leads to 

, and the product of these three variables is .  

21. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 21 

Through a point on the hypotenuse of a right triangle, lines are drawn parallel to the legs of the 

triangle so that the triangle is divided into a square and two smaller right triangles. The area of one 

of the two small right triangles is times the area of the square. The ratio of the area of the other 

small right triangle to the area of the square is  

 

Solution  

 

Without loss of generality let a side of the square be . Simple angle 

chasing shows that the two right triangles are similar. Thus the ratio 

of the sides of the triangles are the same. Since , 
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the height of the triangle with area is . Therefore where is the base of the 

other triangle. , and the area of that triangle is .  

22. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 22 

The graph below shows a portion of the curve defined by the quartic polynomial 

. Which of the following is the smallest?  

 

 

Solution  

Note that there are 3 maxima/minima. Hence we know that the rest of the graph is greater than 10. 

We approximate each of the above expressions:  

According to the graph, The product of the roots is by Vieta

鈥檚 formulas. Also, according to the graph. The product of the 

real roots is , and the total product is (from above), so the product 

of the non-real roots is . The sum of the coefficients is The 

sum of the real roots is .  

Clearly is the smallest.  

23. 2000 AMC 12 Problems/Problem 23 

Professor Gamble buys a lottery ticket, which requires that he pick six 

different integers from through , inclusive. He chooses his numbers so 

that the sum of the base-ten logarithms of his six numbers is an integer. 

It so happens that the integers on the winning ticket have the same property


